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From: Anita Lees
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: katydid94558@hotmail.com
Subject: FW: Notice of Public Hearing - Palmaz Personal Use Heliport Use Permit and FEIR
Date: Monday, February 20, 2017 9:22:50 AM
Attachments: Notice of Public Hearing_Palmaz Heliport_FEIR.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Hi Dana
Thank you for the notice, I am responding to the attachment and the proposal of allowing a heliport
for Palmaz.  I am vehemently opposed to this proposal.  It is once a again rich people wanting
convenience for themselves.  The Napa airport is a 15 minute drive from Palmaz address, there is no
reason he cannot land there.  Because he “loves to fly” that is no reason to allow a heliport.  Where
does it end?  Other rich winery owners wanting their own helicopter landing pad? So the so called
quiet Napa is filled with helicopters flying around?  I’ve quoted from the recent Harrison Ford almost
bringing down a passenger plane-see below. 
Please encourage our officials to deny this.
Let me know if this is sufficient or if I have to write something else to discourage this
Thank you

Harrison Ford was aboard a small plane that landed
on a taxiway of a California airport, flying directly
over a waiting American Airlines 737, federal
officials said.
 
Written and verbal comments are solicited regarding the project, the alternative to the project, and
the adequacy of the FEIR. Written comments must be presented during the public review period,
which runs from February 18 through March 21, 2017. Comments should be directed to Dana Ayers,
Planner III, Napa County Planning, Building & Environmental Services Department, by mail to 1195
Third Street, Suite 210, Napa, California 94559; by telephone at (707) 253-4388; or by email to
dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org, and must be received before 4:45 p.m. on Tuesday, March 21, 2017.
 

From: Anita Lees [mailto:katydid94558@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2017 8:12 PM
To: Anita Lees <Anita@camomi.com>
Subject: Fwd: Notice of Public Hearing - Palmaz Personal Use Heliport Use Permit and FEIR
 

Anita Lees

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ayers, Dana" <Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org>

mailto:Anita@camomi.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
mailto:katydid94558@hotmail.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org



PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
 


NOTICE OF PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING & CONSIDERATION OF CERTIFICATION 
OF A FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 


 
On Wednesday morning, the 1st day of March, 2017, at 9:00 a.m. in the County Administration 
Building, 1195 Third Street, Suite 305, Napa, California, a public hearing will be conducted by the 
Napa County Planning Commission regarding the project identified below.  All interested persons 
are invited to attend the hearings and be heard. 
 
AMALIA PALMAZ LIVING TRUST / PALMAZ PERSONAL USE HELIPORT, USE PERMIT 
APPLICATION #P14-00261 – UP  
  
CEQA STATUS: Consideration and possible certification of a Final Environmental Impact Report 
(FEIR). According to the FEIR, the proposed project would not have any significant environmental 
impacts after implementation of mitigation measures related to potential impacts to: a) Land Use and 
Agricultural Resources; b) Biological Resources; c) Cultural Resources; and d) Noise. This proposed 
project site is not on any lists of hazardous waste sites enumerated under Government Code Section 
65962.5.  
 
PROPOSED PROJECT: The Amalia Palmaz Living Trust (applicant) requests approval of a Use 
Permit (P14-00261 - UP) to allow construction and operation of a personal use heliport on 
approximately 0.5 acres of the 220.4-acre property located at 4031 Hagen Road, in unincorporated 
Napa County.  The heliport would include construction of a 60-foot long by 60-foot wide helicopter 
landing pad (helipad) and approximately 4,000 square foot hangar and storage building on the 
property.  The heliport is proposed for the private use of the resident owners of the property for up to 
four arrival and four departure flights per week, and it is proposed to be located on a hillside area 
that is currently occupied by terraced vineyards.  Structures and facilities proposed as accessory to 
the proposed heliport include: a new fire hydrant; a new water line connecting to the existing water 
line; a stormwater quality bioretention basin; and two, 5,000-gallon water tanks for fire suppression.  
Additionally, the existing, private vineyard road providing access to the proposed heliport would be 
improved, widened and paved to comply with Napa County Road and Street Standards (RSS).  The 
property at 4031 Hagen Road (Assessor’s Parcel No. 033-110-080) is located approximately two miles 
east of the City of Napa municipal boundary, has a General Plan land use designation of Agriculture, 
Watershed and Open Space (AWOS), and is located in the AW (Agricultural Watershed) zoning 
district.   
 
ALTERNATIVE TO PROJECT: The FEIR prepared for the proposed project also evaluated an 
alternative scenario, under which the proposed heliport would be constructed on property owned by 
the applicant and located on Mt. George, approximately one mile northeast of the proposed project 
site.  Under the alternative scenario, the heliport would also include a helipad and an approximately 
4,100 square foot hangar and storage building.  Accessory facilities to the heliport in the alternative 
scenario include a wet draft style hydrant system connected to a 5,000-gallon poly-tank for fire 







suppression; a bioretention basin; and improvements to the access road northeast of the alternative 
heliport location to provide emergency vehicle access in compliance with Napa County RSS.  Like the 
proposed project, the heliport would be for personal use of the owners of the property, and trips 
would be limited to four inbound and four outbound flights per week.  The location of the alternative 
site (Assessor’s Parcel No. 033-110-079) is approximately three miles east of the City of Napa 
municipal boundary, has an AWOS General Plan land use designation, and is located in the AW 
zoning district. 
 
PUBLIC HEARINGS: At the March 1, 2017, meeting, the Planning Commission will be asked to 
accept public testimony and to make tentative decisions about certification of the FEIR and the 
requested use permit.  The Planning Commission will accept additional public testimony, will 
consider any recommendations from the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC), and will be asked to 
make final decisions on the FEIR and use permit request at a Special Public Hearing scheduled for 
March 22, 2017, following review of the project by the ALUC also scheduled for March 22. 
 
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS: The application is available for inspection, along with copies of 
all documents that relate to the above described project, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:45 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, at the office of the Napa County Planning, Building, & Environmental 
Services (PBES) Department, 1195 Third Street, Suite 210, Napa, California.  The FEIR is available for 
public review on the Planning Division’s Current Projects webpage, online at: 
http://www.countyofnapa.org/Pages/DepartmentContent.aspx?id=4294985262. Paper copies of the 
FEIR are also available for public review at the PBES Department and at the Napa Main Library, 580 
Coombs Street, Napa, CA 94559. 


Written and verbal comments are solicited regarding the project, the alternative to the project, and 
the adequacy of the FEIR.  Written comments must be presented during the public review period, 
which runs from February 18 through March 21, 2017.  Comments should be directed to Dana Ayers, 
Planner III, Napa County Planning, Building & Environmental Services Department, by mail to 1195 
Third Street, Suite 210, Napa, California 94559; by telephone at (707) 253-4388; or by email to 
dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org, and must be received before 4:45 p.m. on Tuesday, March 21, 2017. 


Appeals to decisions of the Planning Commission must be filed in writing with the Clerk of the Board 
of Supervisors, County Administration Building, 1195 Third Street, Suite 310, in accordance with the 
timelines and submittal requirements set forth in Chapter 2.88 of the County Code. 


If you challenge the particular proceeding in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues 
you or someone else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in written 
correspondence delivered to the Planning Commission at, or prior to the public hearings. 
 
DATED:  February 17, 2017 
 
DAVID MORRISON 
Director of Planning, Building, & Environmental Services 
 



http://www.countyofnapa.org/Pages/DepartmentContent.aspx?id=4294985262

mailto:dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org









Date: February 17, 2017 at 5:47:19 PM PST
To: "Ayers, Dana" <Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org>
Subject: Notice of Public Hearing - Palmaz Personal Use Heliport Use Permit and FEIR

Interested Party,
Attached is a Notice of Public Hearing of Planning Commission’s consideration of the
Use Permit Application and Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the proposed
Palmaz Personal Use Heliport (Use Permit Application #P14-00261).  The Notice also
includes information on how the FEIR can be reviewed online or in hard copy.
 
You are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in or submitted a
comment letter on the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for the proposed
project.  If you wish to have your email address removed from this list, please contact
me by reply to this email.
 
Regards,
 
Dana Ayers, Planner
Napa County
Planning, Building & Environmental Services
1195 Third Street, Napa, CA  94559
Phone: 707-253-4388
Fax: 707-299-4320
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message,
please contact the sender immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org












From: David Davidovic
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Public Comments: AMALIA PALMAZ LIVING TRUST / PALMAZ PERSONAL USE HELIPORT, USE PERMIT 

APPLICATION #P14-00261 – UP
Date: Sunday, February 19, 2017 9:56:08 AM

To:
Dana Ayers, Planner
Napa County
Planning, Building & Environmental Services

This note is in response to your note and the call for comments with respect to above-noted 
project.

We have important concerns and recommend Napa County denies issuance of this perming on 
the following grounds:

1) There is no compelling rationale for allowing this highly-disruptive convenience.  A valid 
rationale would include a hospital, a first-responders center or other facility that may require 
aircraft takeoff and landing facilities.  The winery is easily accessible by very good roads, so 
there is no evident necessity.

2) Noise disturbance.  A helicopter is a very noisy vehicle.  We are on Montecito heights and 
have experienced very high noise levels from other helicopters, such as those passing by going 
up or down  valley or during events such as BottleRock.  This nuisance is real anywhere in the 
valley for the precise reason that it is a valley.  The city or county cannot, to our 
understanding, regulate flight paths.  There is no assurance that the helicopters will follow any 
routes of least disturbance - if such exist.

3) Environmental impact.  Perhaps the construction of the pad itself will not cause a big 
environmental impact in terms of water use, loss of vegetation, etc.  However, helicopters are 
one of the least efficient vehicles when it comes to greenhouse emissions on a per-passenger 
mile basis.  A lot of fuel and major emissions for just a few passengers.  The applicants claim 
that environmental impact is minimized because passengers would travel in EV vehicles to 
and from the helicopter is ludicrous.

4) Establishes precedent.  Once one such project is approved, it will be difficult to decline 
other similar projects all over the valley.  Any kind of rejection would be followed by court 
cases that would be hard to defeat because of the precedent set by this approval.

Based on these and other reasons, we respectfully request the City of Napa to reject this permit 
applications.

David and Erica Davidovic
608 Montecito

 

mailto:davidd8000@aol.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


On Feb 17, 2017, at 5:47 PM, Ayers, Dana <Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org> wrote:

Interested Party,
Attached is a Notice of Public Hearing of Planning Commission’s consideration of the Use Permit 
Application and Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the proposed Palmaz Personal Use 
Heliport (Use Permit Application #P14-00261).  The Notice also includes information on how the FEIR 
can be reviewed online or in hard copy.
 
You are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in or submitted a comment 
letter on the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for the proposed project.  If you wish to 
have your email address removed from this list, please contact me by reply to this email.
 
Regards,
 

1195 Third Street, Napa, CA  94559
Phone: 707-253-4388
Fax: 707-299-4320
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which 
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under 
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and 
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you. <Notice of Public Hearing_Palmaz 
Heliport_FEIR.pdf>

mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org




From: Georgia Marum
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: opposition to palmaz helipad
Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 8:12:45 PM

Hi Dana,

We live at 2061 N 3rd Ave.  We have lived out here since 1985.  We have never tired of the beauty and solitude. 
We want to let you know that we are in opposition to Palmaz helipad. 

Georgia and Doug Marum

Sent from my iPad

mailto:gmarum@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: Jeff Davis
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Private Palmaz helipad
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 1:23:53 PM

I write to protest as strongly as possible the permitting of a helicopter landing pad on
any private property in Napa Valley.  We have an airport for such a noisy thing, and it
is there and ready for use.

The current request is being made by a rich young man who has no concern for his
neighbors, and only for his own (minimal) convenience.

There are many of us closely watching how supervisors are handling this arrogant
request.

Please please please, for the peace and quiet of the community, deny this application.

Jeff Davis
677 Cabot Way
Napa 94537

mailto:fortbragg1@gmail.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: Jerry
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: RE: Notice of Public Hearing - Palmaz Personal Use Heliport Use Permit and FEIR
Date: Saturday, February 18, 2017 3:15:39 PM

Thanks for the notification.
I am opposed to this proposal.  It will result in elevated noise levels, despite applicant’s claims. 
Medical research is now exposing links between background noise and all kinds of medical problems
like heart disease and mental illness.  We should be getting rid of noise sources, not adding to them. 
No helipad for neveau riche arrivistes.
 

From: Ayers, Dana [mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2017 5:47 PM
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Notice of Public Hearing - Palmaz Personal Use Heliport Use Permit and FEIR
 
Interested Party,
Attached is a Notice of Public Hearing of Planning Commission’s consideration of the Use Permit
Application and Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the proposed Palmaz Personal Use
Heliport (Use Permit Application #P14-00261).  The Notice also includes information on how the FEIR
can be reviewed online or in hard copy.
 
You are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in or submitted a comment
letter on the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for the proposed project.  If you wish to
have your email address removed from this list, please contact me by reply to this email.
 
Regards,
 
Dana Ayers, Planner
Napa County
Planning, Building & Environmental Services
1195 Third Street, Napa, CA  94559
Phone: 707-253-4388
Fax: 707-299-4320
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

mailto:jerry.fitch@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org






 

May$4,$2016$
$
$
The$Honorable$Alfredo$Pedroza,$District$4$
Chairman$
Napa$County$Board$of$Supervisors$
County$Administration$Building$
1195$Third$Street,$Suite$310$
Napa,$California$94559$
$
Dear$Chairman$Pedroza:$
$
HELIMAX$AVIATION,$Inc.$is$a$major$helicopter$operator$providing$a$wide$range$of$rotaryT
wing$ services$ to$both$public$ and$private$ sector$ clients,$ to$ include$helicopter$ fireTfighting$
services$for$Federal$and$State$agencies.$ $Due$to$the$growing$likelihood$of$major$wildTland$
fires$ throughout$Northern$California,$ and$ the$ concurrent$potential$ for$ loss$ of$ life$ and/or$
property$improvements,$HELIMAX$has$established$a$major$base$of$operations$at$McClellan$
Airport$ in$ Sacramento,$ California$where$we$maintain$ an$ extensive$ fleet$ of$ light,$medium$
and$heavy$helicopters$that$are$assigned$to$Federal$and$State$fireTfighting$contracts$during$
California’s$fire$season.$
$
Our$managers,$ helicopter$ crews,$ and$ support$ personnel$ are$ proven$ professionals$ in$ the$
highly$ specialized$ arena$ of$ helicopter$ fire$ fighting,$ especially$ in$ the$ various$ topographic$
landscapes$ and$ environmental$ conditions$ encountered$ in$ Northern$ California.$ $ In$
responding$ to$ requests$ from$ Federal,$ State$ and$ local$ governmental$ authorities$ for$ fireT
fighting$ assistance,$ we$ can$ confirm$ that$ the$ availability$ of$ a$ nearby$ airport$ or$ heliport,$
which$ offers$ a$ source$ of$ water$ and/or$ vehicular$ accessibility,$ greatly$ enhances$ the$
helicopter’s$ operational$ effectiveness$ and$ our$ ability$ to$ support$ ground$ crews$ in$ their$
efforts$to$control$and$ultimately$suppress$wildTland$fires,$especially$in$mountainous$or$hilly$
terrain.$
$
It$ is$our$understanding$ that$ the$Napa$County$Board$of$Supervisors$will$ soon$consider$an$
application$by$ the$Palmaz$ family$ to$develop$a$ “privateTuse”$helistop$on$ their$vineyard$ in$
eastern$Napa$County.$$While$members$of$the$HELIMAX$staff$have$not$directly$collaborated$
with$ the$ Palmaz$ family$ regarding$ the$ technical$ details$ of$ their$ proposed$ (“privateTuse”)$
helistop,$ we$ are$ confident$ in$ encouraging$ the$ Board$ of$ Supervisors$ to$ consider$ this$
proposal$ in$ the$broader$ context$ of$ being$ a$ “quasiTpublic$ safety”$project$ that$benefits$not$
just$ the$Palmaz$ family,$but$also$urge$ the$Board$ to$ recognize$ the$ “public$ safety”$merits$of$



 

allowing$for$the$establishment$of$a$new$helicopter$landing$area$in$the$Napa$County$foothills$
that$can$be$utilized$by$fireTfighting$helicopters$during$future$emergency$operations.$
$
The$development$of$a$helicopter$landing$area$on$the$Palmaz$family$property$will$allow$fireT
fighting$ helicopters$ to$ more$ efficiently$ access$ water$ supplies$ and$ will$ also$ allow$ fireT
fighting$vehicles$accessibility$to$the$helistop$site,$both$of$which$are$important$operational$
considerations$ for$ suppressing$ a$ wildTland$ fire$ in$ the$ early$ “initial$ attack”$ phase$ of$
operations.$$Accordingly,$from$a$“tactical”$perspective,$the$development$of$a$new$helicopter$
landing$area$ in$Napa$County$which$affords$water$ supplies$and$vehicular$accessibility$ for$
fireTfighting$ operations$ is$ a$ valuable$ “public$ safety”$ asset$ with$ the$ potential$ to$ play$ a$
decisive$role$in$limiting$the$scope$and$damage$of$future$wildTland$fires$in$Napa$County,$or$
the$surrounding$area,$notwithstanding$the$helistop’s$primary$(and$more$limited)$function$
as$a$“privateTuse”$helistop.$
$
Sincerely,$
$
$
Josh$Beckham$
General$Manager$
 
 
 



From: lrasmussen@oakcanyon.com
To: Ramos, Belia
Cc: Jessica Loring; mikeg@citypass.com; Mary Elke; Steve & Leelee Stefanki; Pedroza, Alfredo; Ayers, Dana
Subject: Palmaz helipad
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 10:17:44 PM

Ms. Ramos, we have not met but I reside in the fifth district.  I
am writing to tell you that I am opposed to the helipad proposed
for the Coombsville area by Palmaz.  I am also opposed to any
private helipads in the Napa Valley.  It is my opinion that private
helipads are not agricultural in nature and are not consistent with
the intent of the ordinance governing the Agricultural Preserve
District.
 
My wife, Jessica Loring, and I have lived on Barrow Lane close
to the Palmaz property for over twenty years.  We will be out of
town on the meeting date and will be unable to express our views.
 
I would ask that you review the proposal and listen to the
opposition that exists against the proposal.  You may also want to
review the intent of the language governing the Agricultural
Preserve District. 
 
I hope you would find fit to support my position in this matter
and vote against the proposal.
 
Thank you,
Laurence Rasmussen
 

mailto:lrasmussen@oakcanyon.com
mailto:Belia.Ramos@countyofnapa.org
mailto:jloring@oakcanyon.com
mailto:mikeg@citypass.com
mailto:mary@elkevineyards.com
mailto:ranchostefanki@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Alfredo.Pedroza@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org




From: Lisa Cort
To: Pedroza, Alfredo; david.morrison@countyofnapa.gov; Ayers, Dana
Cc: Tittel/Caloyannidis; David Goldman
Subject: Palmaz Helicopter Landing - noise intrution
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 2:52:57 PM

Dear Councilman Pedroza, Mr. Morrison & Ms. Ayers,

It has come to our attention that the Palmaz family is in process of conducting work to support 
their EIR and request for helicopter landings on their property in Coombsville.

In the last day or so there was a helicopter flying around the airspace above our property.  It 
was so loud I could hear it from inside our house.  So, I went outside to see if it was landing, 
as my dog barked at the sound like he would when near the sirens of an ambulance.  Although, 
in this incidence the helicopter only seemed to be flying around the area, I can attest that when 
helicopters have flown over our house that the sound and the echoing have been reprehensible.  
I can’t imagine how much worse the sound will be during take-off and landings, as well as 
having this type of noise intrusion occurring on a more regular basis.  How can the whim of 1 
property owner be provided permission to make a significant negative impact to the privacy 
and peace of all the neighbors surrounding them?

On top of this we are aware that the Palmaz family recently bought the Darrin property 
directly off of North Third Avenue and adjacent to their current property on Hagen.  Their 
recent purchase also has a winery permit and we can only imagine that the combination of 
their properties, along with this helicopter permit will have significant impact on this area.  

Our family stands in protest with the rest of our neighbors and respectfully ask you to deny the 
Palmaz permit for helicopter landings.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cort and David Goldman
55 Blue Oak Lane
Napa, CA 94558
lisa@dfvineyard.com

mailto:lisa@dfvineyard.com
mailto:Alfredo.Pedroza@countyofnapa.org
mailto:david.morrison@countyofnapa.gov
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
mailto:calti@comcast.net
mailto:david@dfvineyard.com
mailto:lisa@dfvineyard.com


From: lois.decius@comcast.net
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Fwd: helicopter noise
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 2:28:27 PM

Hello,  I am writing to express my concern about the helicopter noise in my area which is the
end of Hagen Road.  Helicopters are particularly noisy here, perhaps because the sound
bounces off the mountains close by.  There has been more helicopter activity lately and
particularly today - Nov. 3, 2015. 
I am very concerned about the possibility of a heliport being put on the Palmaz property which
is five properties from my own.  Also I am concerned that if this one helipad is allowed, there
will henceforth be more applications for this.  We are not far from the Napa Airport which
would be a logical place for landings in my opinion.
Lois C. Decius
3940 Hagen Road
Napa CA 94558

mailto:lois.decius@comcast.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: lois.decius@comcast.net
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Palmaz heliport
Date: Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:24:12 AM

Dear Dana,  I strongly object to the proposed heliport on the Palmaz property.  The main
reason I object is the noise generated by helicopters.  I live four properties from the Palmaz
home (and winery).  The sound bounces off Mt. George as we have found during the
occasional presence of a helicopter.  
In the past, the county has outlawed heliports at wineries.  If Palmaz is allowed to build a
heliport next to his home (and winery), it could happen that other homes (and wineries) will
follow with applications.  The peace of the entire Valley will be at risk.
Lois Decius
3940 Hagen Road

mailto:lois.decius@comcast.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: Marjorie Lewis
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Amalia Palmaz Living Trust/ Palmaz Personal Use Heliport, Use Permit Application #P14-00261-UP
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 5:10:40 PM
Attachments: Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger Project.rtf

Dear Ms. Ayers,
I originally submitted my comments regarding the above mentioned Use Permit on June 2, 2016. My comments and
concerns remain unchanged, so I am resubmitting them in compliance with the public review period of February 18
through March 21, 2017.
 I would appreciate a confirmation that my comments were received.
Thank you,
Marjorie Lewis

Sent from my iPad

mailto:andyandmarge@yahoo.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org

June 2, 2016Napa County Planning, Building and Environmental Services Department1195 Third Street, 2nd Floor, Suite 210Napa, CA 94559Attention: Dana Ayers, Project PlannerRe:  Palmaz Private Helipad and Hanger Project DEIR CommentTo the Napa County Planning Commission,My name is Marjorie Lewis and I am the property owner of 1019 Mount George Avenue, Napa, CA.  My husband and I have owned our home for approximately 21 years. Our home sits on 1 acre and is 1.1 miles from the Palmaz property by road; closer as the crow flies.  I have been a resident of Napa since 1980, and my husband since 1955.  I am writing to express my objections to the Palmaz Private Helipad and Hanger Project. I want to point out that I have never met Mr. Palmaz or his family, and I have nothing personal against him. I object to the project due to the following:1) If the Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger Project is approved, a precedent will be set for future development of personal heliports throughout Napa county. Given similar circumstances, on what grounds would a future applicant be denied, if the Palmaz Private Heliport was previously approved?2) The Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger project is a "recreational" project. It is simply one man's passion to land his helicopter next to his house. There is no business justification or public benefit of this heliport. The Napa County Airport is 11 miles from Mr. Palmaz's property and provides ample opportunity for his personal helicopter landing needs. 3) Once approved and built, there is absolutely no way to regulate Mr. Palmaz's usage of the private heliport and enforce compliance to the rules. The proposal states, "The heliport would be used for no more than four arrivals and four departures per week." Who will provide oversight to the usage? Is it the honor system? What happens when usage exceeds the limits and it becomes a nuisance?  Human nature is such that we generally comply because there is a consequence if we do not. 4) As a property owner, I am entitled to the quiet enjoyment of my home and property. I support the flyover of helicopters, as we all do, for first responders such as the California Highway Patrol, Cal Fire and the REACH team. The noise near or over my home of the first responder helicopters is significant, but I understand the necessity of them. A recreational heliport 1.1 mile from my home is disruptive at best and a private nuisance at worst. A Private Nuisance is an interference of a person's enjoyment and use of his land. Examples of private nuisances abound in the law, and include vibrations and loud noises. To clarify, since this is a private, personal heliport, it is separate and distinct from agricultural noise that is generally allowed.Thank you for your consideration of my concerns and comments. Please take into account the future of our valley and deny the Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger Project.  Sincerely,Marjorie Lewis



 
June 2, 2016 
 
Napa County Planning, Building and Environmental Services Department 
1195 Third Street, 2nd Floor, Suite 210 
Napa, CA 94559 
Attention: Dana Ayers, Project Planner 
 
 
Re:  Palmaz Private Helipad and Hanger Project DEIR Comment 
 
 
To the Napa County Planning Commission, 
 
My name is Marjorie Lewis and I am the property owner of 1019 Mount George Avenue, Napa, 
CA.  My husband and I have owned our home for approximately 21 years. Our home sits on 1 
acre and is 1.1 miles from the Palmaz property by road; closer as the crow flies.  I have been a 
resident of Napa since 1980, and my husband since 1955.   
 
I am writing to express my objections to the Palmaz Private Helipad and Hanger Project. I want 
to point out that I have never met Mr. Palmaz or his family, and I have nothing personal against 
him.  
 
I object to the project due to the following: 
 
1) If the Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger Project is approved, a precedent will be set for 
future development of personal heliports throughout Napa county. Given similar circumstances, 
on what grounds would a future applicant be denied, if the Palmaz Private Heliport was 
previously approved? 
 
2) The Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger project is a "recreational" project. It is simply one 
man's passion to land his helicopter next to his house. There is no business justification or public 
benefit of this heliport. The Napa County Airport is 11 miles from Mr. Palmaz's property and 
provides ample opportunity for his personal helicopter landing needs.  
 
3) Once approved and built, there is absolutely no way to regulate Mr. Palmaz's usage of the 
private heliport and enforce compliance to the rules. The proposal states, "The heliport would be 
used for no more than four arrivals and four departures per week." Who will provide oversight to 
the usage? Is it the honor system? What happens when usage exceeds the limits and it becomes a 
nuisance?  Human nature is such that we generally comply because there is a consequence if we 
do not.  
 
4) As a property owner, I am entitled to the quiet enjoyment of my home and property. I support 
the flyover of helicopters, as we all do, for first responders such as the California Highway 
Patrol, Cal Fire and the REACH team. The noise near or over my home of the first responder 
helicopters is significant, but I understand the necessity of them. A recreational heliport 1.1 mile 



from my home is disruptive at best and a private nuisance at worst. A Private Nuisance is an 
interference of a person's enjoyment and use of his land. Examples of private nuisances abound 
in the law, and include vibrations and loud noises. To clarify, since this is a private, personal 
heliport, it is separate and distinct from agricultural noise that is generally allowed. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns and comments. Please take into account the 
future of our valley and deny the Palmaz Private Heliport and Hanger Project.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Marjorie Lewis 











From: Morrison, David
To: "William Stevens"; Ayers, Dana
Cc: Teri Stevens
Subject: RE: Opposed to helicopter pad
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:20:39 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Mr. Stevens,
 
Thank you for your comments.  We will include them in the administrative record for this project.
 
Staff will make its recommendation based on the General Plan, County Code, and state law.  The
recommendation will be made once all of the analysis has been completed.
 
The decision regarding the helipad will be made by the Planning Commission, unless there is an
appeal.  In which case, the final decision would be made by the Board of Supervisors.

Either Ms. Ayers or I would be glad to talk with you further about this matter.
 
Respectfully,

David Morrison, Director
Planning, Building, and Environmental Services
 

From: William Stevens [mailto:wstevens@svb.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:49 PM
To: Morrison, David; Ayers, Dana
Cc: Teri Stevens
Subject: Opposed to helicopter pad
 
Dana and David,
 
I am a full time Napa resident , raising my 3 children on Bell Lane and loving our 15 years in Napa
Valley.   
A neighbor told me of a hearing or meeting regarding the possibility of a helicopter landing pad.  I

think the date of the meeting is Jan 14th. 
 
As I am unable to attend , I wanted to email you to let you know that my family opposes such an
outcome and I ask you to take steps to ensure it is not approved.
 
We are already disturbed by air traffic heading up valley , flying above our property.  Adding a
landing pad in our vicinity will only increase our disturbance. 
 
I would be pleased to chat via phone in case you wanted me to elaborate on our point of view.   My
home number is 707 224 8616
 
Thank you for considering our point of view and for your service of the county’s needs.

mailto:/O=NCEMS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MORRISON, DAVID2EE
mailto:wstevens@svb.com
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
mailto:teriwstevens@gmail.com



 
Regards
Bill
 
William A. Stevens
wstevens@svb.com
899 Adams Street, Suite G-2
St. Helena, CA 94574
T 707.967.1373
 

 
If you recently applied for credit: Important disclosures for Equal Credit Opportunity Act and USA
PATRIOT Act, please click here.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

mailto:wstevens@svb.com
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.svb.com_equal-2Dcredit-2Dopportunity-2Dact-2Ddisclosures_&d=CwMFAg&c=yU98RTqmkHZnyr3K3nExYR0AsYvCxdg1GRVyYwwHmM0&r=GS60FARFBBJ5iQOf3lXxrOF2QVS-Rl6XpsBIO_792A4&m=KrUuDPj2bI9Cqnb0yhbtd6RghYl_YoQHYN9YlgVoekY&s=66uhYkCIRl5h5SNxUd7D7WpVcVGqyP7ZKzGp_b0furs&e=


From: Morrison, David
To: "Ron Tapper"
Cc: Ayers, Dana
Subject: RE: Palmaz Helicopter Landing Pad
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2015 9:18:09 AM

Mr. Tapper,
 
Thank you for your comments.  I am forwarding them to Ms. Ayers, who is the project planner for
this proposal.  They will be included in the administrative record that is provided to the Planning
Commission for their consideration in making the decision.
 
Happy new year,
 
David Morrison, Director
Planning, Building, and Environmental Services
 
 

From: Ron Tapper [mailto:rontapper@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:01 PM
To: Morrison, David
Subject: Palmaz Helicopter Landing Pad
 
I am opposed to allowing a permit that would let Palmaz install a helicopter landing pad at their
winery located at 4031 Hagen Road, Napa.  We currently hear the helicopters coming to land at the
Queen which is acceptable based on the service they provide to the community.  But, I see no
reason to grant private entities the ability to come and go from their business locations by
helicopters.  Palmaz is pretty inconsiderate of the surrounding neighbors with the noise he will
generate with his helicopter operations.  His winery is located on a hillside which will reflect the
helicopter noise out into the Valley.  He can use the airport like everybody else.  It is zoned and set
up for this activity. 
 
Ron & Carolyn Tapper
1184 Ross Circle
Napa, CA 94558
707/252-8071
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.

mailto:/O=NCEMS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MORRISON, DAVID2EE
mailto:rontapper@sbcglobal.net
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From: Morrison, David
To: Ayers, Dana; Gallina, Charlene
Cc: Cahill, Kelli; McDowell, John
Subject: FW: UP#P14-00261-UP Palmaz Helicopter Pad
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 5:14:25 PM
Attachments: Helicopter 1.pdf

Helicopter 2.pdf
Helicopter 3.pdf

 
 

From: Dillon, Diane 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 11:07 AM
To: Morrison, David
Subject: FW: UP#P14-00261-UP Palmaz Helicopter Pad
 
 
 
Diane Dillon
Napa County Supervisor - District 3
(707) 963-0890 phone
(707) 253-4176 fax
Diane.Dillon@countyofnapa.org
1195 Third St.
Napa, CA 94559
 
 
 
From: Victor Chiarella [mailto:chi9@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 11:03 AM
To: Dillon, Diane; Wagenknecht, Brad; Luce, Mark; Pedroza, Alfredo; Caldwell, Keith
Subject: UP#P14-00261-UP Palmaz Helicopter Pad
 
At a recent neighborhood gathering the subject of the proposed Helicopter Pad at the Palmaz
residence was brought up and discussed. Many of the folks present decided to create and sign
the attached petition to ask you to deny the Palmaz request for a Helicopter Pad at their
residence. We feel that this location in particular, with Mt. George magnifying the noise of
helicopter take-offs and landings, would be a disturbance in this residential area and makes this
request particularly inappropriate and unjustified. And while this is of particular concern to our
neighborhood, it could have the effect of opening the door for all Napa County residential
neighborhoods.
 
Please see the attached petition. We urge you to deny the Palmaz request.
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of the message, please contact the sender immediately and
delete this message and any attachments. Thank you.
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From: robert honer
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Helicopter Landing Pad
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:05:17 PM

We would like to voice our objection to the proposed helicopter landing pad!

This proposal is greed out of control.  We don't know where to begin - that this is even being considered is 
an affront to the residents of this valley.  How much more are we being asked to put up with in the name
of tourism and the almighty dollar.  The negative impact on the people who call this valley home should be 
blatantly obvious to everyone.    

Why are rich tourists too special to put up with the traffic grid-lock and the pot holes the tax payer of this county 
is forced to put up with every day?   Enough!  This is going (way) too far!

Bob & Irene Honer

  

mailto:rihoner@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: Ron Tapper
To: Morrison, David
Cc: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Palmaz Helicopter Landing Pad/ Planning Commission Hearing Wednesday March 1, 2017
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 6:59:25 PM

David  Morrison,
Director of Planning, Building & Environmental Services
 
I am opposed to the Use Permit application that would allow AMALIA PALMAZ LIVING TRUST/
PALMAZ PERSONAL USE HELIPORT, USE PERMIT APPLICATION #14-00261 - UP to install a helicopter
landing pad, 4,000 square foot hangar and storage building at their winery located at 4031 Hagen
Road, Napa.  We currently hear the helicopters coming to land at the Queen which is acceptable
based on the service they provide to the community.  But, I see no reason to grant private entities
the ability to come and go from their business locations by helicopters when they are situated near
residential areas.    The Palmaz winery is located on the slopes of the mountains to our east and the
noise generated, as they take off and land, will be reflected off these mountains back into the
Valley.  We hear quite clearly helicopters that fly overhead either near or far away from our
residence.  The rotary blades reflect the exhaust noise downward and it sounds like someone is
beating a drum. 
 
Palmaz is pretty inconsiderate of the surrounding neighbors with the noise they will generate from
their helicopter operations.   Palmaz can use the Napa Airport like everybody else.  The Airport is
zoned and set up for this activity which is where it belongs. 
 
 
The alternative to the Project, which would locate the heliport facility on Mt. George, would be even
worse.  That is closer to our residence.  I can't believe there is not an environmental impact from the
proposed project for the noise it would generate. 
 
Please do not approve Use Permit application #P14-00261 - UP. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Ronald R. Tapper, PE
Carolyn Tapper
1184 Ross Circle
Napa, CA 94558
707/252-8071
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From: Stephen Winiarski
To: Pedroza, Alfredo; david.morrison@countyofnapa.gov; Ayers, Dana
Cc: Tittel/ Caloyannidis
Subject: Helicopter noise
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 2:50:23 PM

To whom it may concern:

I am emailing you today to register my complaints about the helicopter noise in the neighborhood around Palmaz
Winery and residence. As I suspected, the noise  has quite a lot of impact and in the area where we are seemed like it
was reverberating back from the hills. I am dismayed at the thought that this would be even considered an
acceptable activity in our area, and certainly would negatively affect our property values if it becomes something
that happens on a regular basis. Please take my complaints as well as those of the other residents into account when
considering this proposal.

Best regards,

Stephen Winiarski
1050 Mount George Ave, Napa CA
707.738.1813

mailto:estebanbaja@gmail.com
mailto:Alfredo.Pedroza@countyofnapa.org
mailto:david.morrison@countyofnapa.gov
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
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From: Terri Lee
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Helicopters go home! This is not a war zone.
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 6:35:38 PM

Good afternoon,
 
This is Terri Lee.  I live at 3315 Hagen Road, Napa and today have
heard/felt helicopter noise over my home and around the area.  I have
vertigo and ear problems and the vibrations and noise causes me some
discomfort and is just annoying.  I was trying to enjoy some Fall sunshine
and some quiet downtime while my kids are in school and the choppers
really put a damper on it and my ears are still not back to normal.
 
Please do not allow this activity to continue.  If I wanted to live on an AF
Base or in a war zone I could have paid far, far less for our home.  What
will they get away with next?
 
Thank you.
 
A concerned citizen.
 
Terri Lee

mailto:tlee59@comcast.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org


From: Timothy WAHLE
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Palmaz
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:29:48 PM

Have heard how disruptive the helicopters were today during the impact study. I can only imagine in the future how
bad this would be. Please consider. Tim Wahle - Olive Hill Lane

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:tjwdds@sbcglobal.net
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ 2050 Robert Pursell
Subject: FW: PALMAZ Fwd: EPA Determines that Aircraft Emissions Contribute to Climate Change Endangering
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 10:44:23 AM
Attachments: ATT00004.pdf

ATT00007.htm

Dear Dana,

Please insert this document in the Palmaz file. Though the deadline for EIR comments
has passed, this is important information released by the EPA only today.

Thank you,

George

mailto:calti@comcast.net
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News Releases


News Releases from Headquarters


EPA Determines that Aircraft Emissions Contribute to
Climate Change Endangering Public Health and the
Environment


07/25/2016


Contact Information: 
Christie St. Clair (stclair.christie@epa.gov)
202-564-2880


(WASHINGTON) – The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) today finalized a
determination under the Clean Air Act that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from certain types of
aircraft engines contribute to the pollution that causes climate change and endangers Americans’
health and the environment. The findings are for carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), all of which
contribute to GHG pollution that represents the largest driver of human-caused climate change.
These particular GHGs come primarily from engines used on large commercial jets.


“Addressing pollution from aircraft is an important element of U.S. efforts to address climate
change. Aircraft are the third largest contributor to GHG emissions in the U.S. transportation sector,
and these emissions are expected to increase in the future,” said Janet McCabe, EPA’s Acting
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation. “EPA has already set effective GHG standards for
cars and trucks and any future aircraft engine standards will also provide important climate and
public health benefits.” 


The agency is not issuing emissions standards for aircraft engines in this action. The final
endangerment and contribution findings for aircraft engine GHG emissions are an important step
that EPA must take prior to adopting domestic GHG engine standards. EPA anticipates that the


https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-determines-aircraft-emissions-contribute-climate-change-endangering-public-health 7/25/16, 9:49 AM
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Last updated on July 25, 2016


International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) will formally adopt its environmental committee’s
February 2016 agreement on international aircraft CO2 standards in March 2017. EPA anticipates
moving forward on standards that would be at least as stringent as ICAO’s standards. 


The rulemaking process for aircraft GHG emissions will provide opportunities for industry, NGOs
and other interested parties to provide their input through public review and comment. 


In 2009, EPA issued similar findings regarding GHG emissions from new cars and light trucks. The
agency determined that those vehicles contribute to GHG pollution that threatens Americans' health
and welfare by leading to long-lasting changes in our climate that can have a range of negative
effects today and in the future. Since then, the science on human-induced climate change has
strengthened, further supporting today’s final determination.  


Today’s findings support the goals of the President’s Climate Action Plan to reduce emissions from
large sources of carbon pollution. U.S. aircraft emit roughly 12 percent of GHG emissions from the
U.S. transportation sector and 29 percent of GHG emissions from all aircraft globally. Under the
Clean Air Act, EPA consults with the Federal Aviation Administration as it develops aircraft engine
emissions standards. By law, any standards EPA sets must not cause a significant increase in noise
or adversely affect safety.


Today’s findings do not apply to small piston-engine planes (the type of plane often used for
recreational purposes), or to military aircraft.


For more information on the final aircraft endangerment and cause or contribute findings, visit
http://epa.gov/otaq/aviation.htm. 
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Kathy Felch
Call or text 707-332-6842
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(WASHINGTON) – The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) today finalized a
determination under the Clean Air Act that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from certain types of
aircraft engines contribute to the pollution that causes climate change and endangers Americans’
health and the environment. The findings are for carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), all of which
contribute to GHG pollution that represents the largest driver of human-caused climate change.
These particular GHGs come primarily from engines used on large commercial jets.

“Addressing pollution from aircraft is an important element of U.S. efforts to address climate
change. Aircraft are the third largest contributor to GHG emissions in the U.S. transportation sector,
and these emissions are expected to increase in the future,” said Janet McCabe, EPA’s Acting
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation. “EPA has already set effective GHG standards for
cars and trucks and any future aircraft engine standards will also provide important climate and
public health benefits.” 

The agency is not issuing emissions standards for aircraft engines in this action. The final
endangerment and contribution findings for aircraft engine GHG emissions are an important step
that EPA must take prior to adopting domestic GHG engine standards. EPA anticipates that the
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International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) will formally adopt its environmental committee’s
February 2016 agreement on international aircraft CO2 standards in March 2017. EPA anticipates
moving forward on standards that would be at least as stringent as ICAO’s standards. 

The rulemaking process for aircraft GHG emissions will provide opportunities for industry, NGOs
and other interested parties to provide their input through public review and comment. 

In 2009, EPA issued similar findings regarding GHG emissions from new cars and light trucks. The
agency determined that those vehicles contribute to GHG pollution that threatens Americans' health
and welfare by leading to long-lasting changes in our climate that can have a range of negative
effects today and in the future. Since then, the science on human-induced climate change has
strengthened, further supporting today’s final determination.  

Today’s findings support the goals of the President’s Climate Action Plan to reduce emissions from
large sources of carbon pollution. U.S. aircraft emit roughly 12 percent of GHG emissions from the
U.S. transportation sector and 29 percent of GHG emissions from all aircraft globally. Under the
Clean Air Act, EPA consults with the Federal Aviation Administration as it develops aircraft engine
emissions standards. By law, any standards EPA sets must not cause a significant increase in noise
or adversely affect safety.

Today’s findings do not apply to small piston-engine planes (the type of plane often used for
recreational purposes), or to military aircraft.

For more information on the final aircraft endangerment and cause or contribute findings, visit
http://epa.gov/otaq/aviation.htm. 
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ 2050 Dan Mufson; C/ 2050 Diane Shepp; C/ 2050 Eve Kahn; C/ 2050 Gary Margadant; C/ 2050 Ginna

Beharry; C/ 2050 Kathy Felch; C/ 2050 Melissa Kennedy; C/ 2050 Mike Hackett; C/ 2050 Norm Manzer; C/ 2050
Robert Pursell; C/ 2050 Yeoryios Apallas; C/ PZ Betty Conway; C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle;
C/ PZ * Frank Farella; C/ PZ * Fred Giarrusso; C/ PZ * Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Kirsty Gerosa; C/ PZ Linda Feutz;
C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia Carpignano; C/ PZ Victor Chiarella

Subject: ADDITIONAL 2016 HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 3:00:19 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - CRASH 2016 (3).pdf

Dear Dana,
I include an attachment with 3 more helicopter crashes in late March and April 2016. All 22
combined people on board were killed.
Please place in the record.
George
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ 2050 Dan Mufson; C/ 2050 Robert Pursell; C/ 2050 Diane Shepp; C/ 2050 Eve Kahn; C/ 2050 Gary Margadant;

C/ 2050 Geoff Ellsworth; C/ 2050 Ginna Beharry; C/ 2050 Kathy Felch; C/ 2050 Melissa Kennedy; C/ PZ Betty
Conway; C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle; C/ PZ * Frank Farella; C/ PZ * Fred Giarrusso; C/ PZ *
Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Kirsty Gerosa; C/ PZ Linda Feutz; C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael
Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia Carpignano; C/ PZ * Tom Farella; C/ PZ Victor Chiarella

Subject: PALMAZ APPLICATION
Date: Saturday, April 16, 2016 6:19:49 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - CRASH 2016 (1).pdf

PALMAZ - CRASH 2016 (2).pdf

Dear Dana,
Attached are two reports on recent non-military helicopter accidents. Please insert in the record.
Thank you,
George
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ PZ Betty Conway; C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ * Crystal Gularte; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle; C/ PZ * Frank

Farella; C/ PZ * Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Fred Giarrusso; C/ PZ * Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Kirsty Gerosa; C/ PZ
Linda Feutz; C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia Carpignano; C/ PZ *
Robert Pursell; C/ PZ * Ryan Brennan; C/ PZ * Sarah Pursell; C/ PZ * Tom Farella; C/ PZ Victor Chiarella

Subject: FW: PALMAZ / Couple wins battle over "excruciating" helicopter noise that put Tess Daly off buying their home -
Telegraph

Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 10:35:34 AM
Attachments: WebPage.pdf

ATT00080.htm

 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/12197110/Couple-win-
battle-over-excruciating-helicopter-noise-that-put-Tess-Daly-off-buying-their-
home.html
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"I found the noise excruciating in the garden
and clearly noticeable to a significant degree
within the rooms."


Mr Justice Peter Smith


Couple wins battle over 'excruciating' helicopter noise that put Tess
Daly off buying their home


A wealthy couple who said "shattering" helicopter noise stymied their hopes of selling
their £4m home to Strictly Come Dancing presenter Tess Daly have scored a landmark
High Court victory.


A top judge agreed with them, ordering the
operators of Buckinghamshire's Bickerton's
Aerodrome to cut the racket or pay almost
£600,000 in damages.


After a visit to the couple's home, Mr Justice Peter Smith said he was shocked by the
noise of training helicopters landing and taking off just 58 metres from the couple's
home.


"I found the noise excruciating in the garden and clearly noticeable to a significant
degree within the rooms.


"It was simply impossible to have any kind of conversation or do any kind of activity in
the gardens when the helicopters were there".







The Peires' live-in housekeeper, Melanie Stenson, described the noise as "pretty awful".


"From the garden, I am able to see the tops of the helicopters bobbing up and down on
the boundary as they carry out their manoeuvres," she said.


Strictly Come Dancing presenter Tess Daly with her husband, Vernon Kay   Photo: Getty


"It is virtually impossible to enjoy the garden whilst the helicopters are hovering.


"It is too distracting to read a book and is embarrassing to have guests around as
conversation is impossible".


The judge said Ms Stenson's account was "compelling" evidence that the helicopter
noise amounted to a legal "nuisance" that had to be stopped.


He issued an injunction against Bickerton's Aerodromes Limited, restricting it to only
two 15-minute weekly training sessions close to the boundary.


• Woman makes noise complaint to police only to find neighbour was screaming
for help from house fire


The racket was so dreadful that the judge said he would have awarded Mrs Peires, who
brought the case, £583,000 in compensation.



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11941545/Woman-makes-noise-complaint-to-police-only-to-find-neighbour-was-screaming-for-help-from-house-fire.html





"Tess Daly said later that they loved our house
but that they couldn't live with those
helicopters."


Norman Peires


But the return of peace and quiet to her home - Shepherd's Holt, a six-bedroom
mansion in leafy Denham, Bucks - was more important to her than the money, the court
heard.


The judge said of Mrs Peires: "Her approach has been one of reasonable restraint; the
aerodrome's approach regrettably has not been the same".


And, urging the operators of the 100-year-old airfield to listen to her concerns in future,
he added: "This is just plain good neighbourly conduct".


The couple ploughed £1.5million into revamping Shepherds Holt soon after they bought
it for £1.275 million in 2006.


And Mrs Peires, 69, earlier told the judge: "We made that house exactly the way we
wanted it. We wanted to live there for ever".


But their dreams soured when relaxing in their 2.5-acre garden and afternoon tennis
parties had to compete with the roar of helicopters from the aerodrome.


The couple had no objection to the "low hum" of aviation, but said the noise of
choppers taking off and landing on a "ramp" just yards from the boundary was
unacceptable.


She said the "loud drumming and shattering" penetrates into the drawing room and
master bedroom even with the double-glazed windows tight shut.


They ended up putting Shepherd's Holt on the market just five years after they bought it
as the noise was "driving us crazy", Mrs Peires told the court.


Estate agents initially suggested a £4 million price tag but Mr and Mrs Peires said
punters were repeatedly deterred by the intrusive howl of helicopters.


Tess Daly and Vernon Kay had been very keen on
buying the property - until they stepped out into
the garden, Mr Peires told the judge.


The celebrity couple were "left horrified by the noise" during their second viewing and
were visibly shocked, the court heard.


"Tess Daly said later that they loved our house but that they couldn't live with those
helicopters", the businessman added.







Another potential buyer put off by the helicopters was TV sports broadcaster, Gabby
Logan, the court heard.


The couple said she had only made it as far as the garden gate before she was "put off
by the noise".


Mr Peires, who made his fortune in the travel industry, said they ended up letting
Shepherd's Holt between 2013 and 2015.


And he told the judge: "Our main request of the court is to help us live in peace."











"I found the noise excruciating in the garden
and clearly noticeable to a significant degree
within the rooms."

Mr Justice Peter Smith

Couple wins battle over 'excruciating' helicopter noise that put Tess
Daly off buying their home

A wealthy couple who said "shattering" helicopter noise stymied their hopes of selling
their £4m home to Strictly Come Dancing presenter Tess Daly have scored a landmark
High Court victory.

A top judge agreed with them, ordering the
operators of Buckinghamshire's Bickerton's
Aerodrome to cut the racket or pay almost
£600,000 in damages.

After a visit to the couple's home, Mr Justice Peter Smith said he was shocked by the
noise of training helicopters landing and taking off just 58 metres from the couple's
home.

"I found the noise excruciating in the garden and clearly noticeable to a significant
degree within the rooms.

"It was simply impossible to have any kind of conversation or do any kind of activity in
the gardens when the helicopters were there".



The Peires' live-in housekeeper, Melanie Stenson, described the noise as "pretty awful".

"From the garden, I am able to see the tops of the helicopters bobbing up and down on
the boundary as they carry out their manoeuvres," she said.

Strictly Come Dancing presenter Tess Daly with her husband, Vernon Kay   Photo: Getty

"It is virtually impossible to enjoy the garden whilst the helicopters are hovering.

"It is too distracting to read a book and is embarrassing to have guests around as
conversation is impossible".

The judge said Ms Stenson's account was "compelling" evidence that the helicopter
noise amounted to a legal "nuisance" that had to be stopped.

He issued an injunction against Bickerton's Aerodromes Limited, restricting it to only
two 15-minute weekly training sessions close to the boundary.

• Woman makes noise complaint to police only to find neighbour was screaming
for help from house fire

The racket was so dreadful that the judge said he would have awarded Mrs Peires, who
brought the case, £583,000 in compensation.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11941545/Woman-makes-noise-complaint-to-police-only-to-find-neighbour-was-screaming-for-help-from-house-fire.html


"Tess Daly said later that they loved our house
but that they couldn't live with those
helicopters."

Norman Peires

But the return of peace and quiet to her home - Shepherd's Holt, a six-bedroom
mansion in leafy Denham, Bucks - was more important to her than the money, the court
heard.

The judge said of Mrs Peires: "Her approach has been one of reasonable restraint; the
aerodrome's approach regrettably has not been the same".

And, urging the operators of the 100-year-old airfield to listen to her concerns in future,
he added: "This is just plain good neighbourly conduct".

The couple ploughed £1.5million into revamping Shepherds Holt soon after they bought
it for £1.275 million in 2006.

And Mrs Peires, 69, earlier told the judge: "We made that house exactly the way we
wanted it. We wanted to live there for ever".

But their dreams soured when relaxing in their 2.5-acre garden and afternoon tennis
parties had to compete with the roar of helicopters from the aerodrome.

The couple had no objection to the "low hum" of aviation, but said the noise of
choppers taking off and landing on a "ramp" just yards from the boundary was
unacceptable.

She said the "loud drumming and shattering" penetrates into the drawing room and
master bedroom even with the double-glazed windows tight shut.

They ended up putting Shepherd's Holt on the market just five years after they bought it
as the noise was "driving us crazy", Mrs Peires told the court.

Estate agents initially suggested a £4 million price tag but Mr and Mrs Peires said
punters were repeatedly deterred by the intrusive howl of helicopters.

Tess Daly and Vernon Kay had been very keen on
buying the property - until they stepped out into
the garden, Mr Peires told the judge.

The celebrity couple were "left horrified by the noise" during their second viewing and
were visibly shocked, the court heard.

"Tess Daly said later that they loved our house but that they couldn't live with those
helicopters", the businessman added.



Another potential buyer put off by the helicopters was TV sports broadcaster, Gabby
Logan, the court heard.

The couple said she had only made it as far as the garden gate before she was "put off
by the noise".

Mr Peires, who made his fortune in the travel industry, said they ended up letting
Shepherd's Holt between 2013 and 2015.

And he told the judge: "Our main request of the court is to help us live in peace."



From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle; C/ PZ * Frank Farella; C/ PZ * Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Kirsty

Gerosa; C/ PZ Linda Feutz; C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia
Carpignano; C/ PZ * Robert Pursell; C/ PZ Victor Chiarella

Subject: FW: PALMAZ HELIPORT APPLICATION
Date: Friday, February 19, 2016 2:22:52 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - HELICOPTER CRASH HAWAII.pdf

PALMAZ - U.S. HELICOPTER CRASHES JAN - FEB 2016.pdf

Dear Dana,
 
Please enter into the record the attach reports of four more non-military helicopter crashes in the
U.S. in addition to the one on February 18 in Hawaii I forwarded to you earlier (herewith again).
 
Menominee MI
Linden NJ
Phoenix AZ
Kauai
 
Thank you,
George
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Pedroza, Alfredo; Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle; C/ PZ * Diane Shepp; C/ PZ * Frank Farella; C/ PZ * Kirsty

Gerosa; C/ PZ Linda Feutz; C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia
Carpignano; C/ PZ * Robert Pursell; C/ PZ * Tom Farella; C/ PZ Victor Chiarella

Subject: PALMAZ HELIPORT APPLICATION
Date: Friday, February 19, 2016 1:13:26 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - HELICOPTER CRASH HAWAII.pdf

Dear Dana,
Please enter into the file the latest touring helicopter crash in Hawaii on February 18, 2016. Five
people rescued, one teen in critical condition.
Thank you,
George
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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Cc: C/ 2050 Dan Mufson; C/ 2050 Diane Shepp; C/ 2050 Eve Kahn; C/ 2050 Gary Margadant; C/ 2050 Ginna

Beharry; C/ 2050 Jim Wilson; C/ 2050 Kathy Felch; C/ 2050 Mary Ann Moffitt; C/ 2050 Melissa Kennedy; C/ 2050
Mike Hackett; C/ 2050 Yeoryios Apallas; C/ PZ Betty Conway; C/ PZ * Carole Kelly; C/ PZ Erica Conway-Wahle; C/
PZ * Frank Farella; C/ PZ * Julia Winiarsky; C/ PZ * Kirsty Gerosa; C/ PZ Linda Feutz; C/ PZ Marjorie Lewis; C/ PZ
Mary Elke; C/ PZ Michael Piazzola; C/ PZ Patricia Carpignano; C/ PZ * Robert Pursell; C/ PZ * Tom Farella; C/ PZ
Victor Chiarella

Subject: PALMAZ
Date: Monday, February 01, 2016 1:51:10 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - GENERAL PETITIONS #12.pdf

PALMAZ - NEW YORK TIMES.pdf

Dear Dana,
 
Attached, please find 4 more general petition signatures bringing that total to 404.
 
Also attached find The New York Times article, A Plague of Helicopters Is Ruining New York published
January 30,2016.
 
I have highlighted the carbon dioxide emissions comparison for the Airbus AS350, similar to the one
proposed (though once the permit of the helipad is granted, the model may change absent any
public input) which shows that that helicopter produces approximately 950 pounds per hour as
compared with 22 pounds for an average car.
 
I have also highlighted the argument which has already been entered into the record about the
absurdity of subjecting residents to the "incessant noise and air pollution" of tourist helicopters. At
least, one can make the argument that tourist activity, as ill advised as it may be brings some
financial benefit to a community, while a personal use helicopter brings none whatsoever.
 
George Caloyannidis
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